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AIMS AND SCOPE

ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur is a medium of scholarly publication published by the Widya Mandira Catholic University's Faculty of Engineering Architecture Study Program, an institution of Catholic higher education institutions, in collaboration with Indonesia Architect Association of [IAI] NTT Region, Indonesian Assisted Environment Research Association [IPBLI] and Indonesia Writers Guild [SATUPENA RI]. It serves several goals i.e. being a medium of communication, dissemination and exchange of information, and a medium of publishing scholarly research in the field of Architecture. ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur covers general as well as specific issues in the field of Architecture such as: (1) Theory, history, architectural design; (2) Architectural science and technology; (3) Urban architecture and design; (4) House and housing architecture; (5) Interior and exterior design. The journal, serving as a forum for the study of Indonesian architecture, supports focused studies of particular themes and interdisciplinary studies in relation to the subject. It has become a medium of exchange of ideas and research findings from various traditions of learning that have interacted in the scholarly manner. All material submitted to ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur is subject to rigorous peer reviews using the 'double-blind' referee process. The Editorial Board, which was enhanced by regional editors in around seven countries, welcomes contributions from all over the world. This is the express purpose of the ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur to influence the future of architecture and its acceptance nationally and internationally by publishing innovative contributions to every aspect of architectural business.

The manuscript articles should be submitted by online in MS Word / Open Office / PDF file format to Editorial Office through Online Submission interface at: https://journal.unwira.ac.id/index.php/ARTEKS/index. The Author must read the author guidelines of this journal first before submitting a manuscript.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION

ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur [p-ISSN: 2541-0598; e-ISSN: 2541-1217].
For year 2020, 3 issues [Volume 5, Issue 1 (April), Issue 2 (August), and Issue 3 (December)] are scheduled for publication with 6-12 articles per issue. Commencement of publication: December 2016.

ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur, initialized as ARTEKS, is published freely open access of fulltext PDF articles via journal website [https://journal.unwira.ac.id/index.php/ARTEKS/index]. The ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur is published by the Widya Mandira Catholic University's Faculty of Engineering Architecture Study Program jointly with Indonesia Architect Association of [IAI] NTT Region, Indonesian Assisted Environment Research Association [IPBLI] and Indonesia Writers Guild [SATUPENA RI].

ARTEKS : Jurnal Teknik Arsitektur has been indexed and abstracted by: SINTA Grade 3 [Science and Technology Index], DOAJ [Directory of Open Access Journals], GARUDA [Garba Rujukan Digital], ICI [Index Copernicus International], Dimension – Digital Science, BASE [Bielefed University Library], IOS [Indonesian One Search], and other reputable indexers.
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